



































Analytic Langlands correspondence

over G and R

with E Frenkel and D Kazhdan

G split reductive group i jÉti
I usually G PGL curve

Langlands theory for G
over FX

harmonic analysis on Bung Fay
MCE Facey Namely we are

interested in eigenfunctions of
Hecke operators acting on this

space and the Langlands
correspondence says roughly that

such

eigenfunctions correspond to

homomorphisms from the Galois

group of IgA to G

Analytic Langlands correspondence
the same for Bung A F

where F is a local field



F
archimedian IR or e

non archimedian finite extension
of Qp or Ip xD

We will mostly focus on F R E

One important difference of this

setting from the usual Langlands

while in the usual Langlands

theory we have to work with

ALL bundles even the most

degenerate ones as each bundle

E has nonzero measure fate
in analytic Langlands lifg x 2 we may
restrict to stable bundles since

other bundles form a set of measure
zero This simplifies the story
significantly since the space

of stable bundles is an analytic
manifold while Bung x is a complicated

algebraic stack but there is



also a price to pay since it

leads to divergences of integrals
defining Hecke operators
More precisely to do harmonic

analysis on Bang x F we

first define the Hilbert space
s
establebandles

Je L Bung x CFD Since

we don't have a natural measure

on Bungs x F we define it

to be the space of E half densities
rather than functions then

11ft S 151 is canonically
Burg F

defined
We will define Hecke operators

Hx X Je xeX F which are

pairwise commuting and for

F IR and I also commute with



certain commuting differential operators
called the quantum Hitchinhamiltoniansconstructed by Beilinson

and Drinfeld as a keyingredientin the geometric Langlands
program Then harmonic analysis
on Bang 4 F reduces to

describing joint eigenfunctions
of these operators on H

The connection to geometric Langlands

is that the D module on

Bungle generated by the

eigenfunction y for F R or e

is a Hecke eigensheaf in

the sense of Beilinson and

Drinfeld
Let us now get into the detailsWe will consider bundles with parabolic structures

Let to twixt be distinct points



Recall that a poly bundle on X
is a Ghz bundle Frank 2 vectorbundle

up to tensoring with line bundles

A quasi parabolic structure on E

at tj is a choice SjEIPEg
A parabolic bundle is a bundle E

equipped with Sj for all jelo N D

Slope of a parabolic bundle E

is

MCE deg E

slope of a line sad bundle LCE

is

MIL deg L

where N is the number of j
St

Sj LtgCEtj
A parabolic bundle E is stable

if FLEE MCL MCE and

semistable if ALCE MCDEMIE
So if Nis odd every semistable



cry
bundle is stable
Theorem Stable bundles form

a smooth quasiprojective variety
Buns Semis table bundles mod 5

equivalence form a projective
variety not nee smooth Buns
such that Bunsc Bun's is an

open subset
Thus if N is odd Buns Buns
is a smooth projective variety
Now we define the Hibbert

space H E Bung the space

of square integrable half densities f

on Buns.fi S 1576
Buns F

Now we want to define Hecke

operators on se
Hecke correspondence stable part

Z E E's a E ÉEBuns se IPE
ace X O E E 78 70 Thus
TCU E sections of E over U



regular outside x and allowed

to have a first order pole at x

with residue in s

Z
Pat Y
Buns But
E is called the Hecke medificat

of E at x along S E HM E

In ordinary Langlands we define
the Hecke operator Hx by
HH E 241

E E side
where the sum is taken over all

Hecke modifications of E at a

Ca finite sum with qtl terms
But over a local field instead of
sum we have to take an integral
so there is a question which

measure to use Here comes handy



the following theorem of Beelinson

and Drinfeld
Theorem F a canonical nonvanishg
section

aetlptkpunptkianoxw.EE
where w is the cotangent

Now we define
is i

the Hecke operators

Buns
tx tj jelo N i

4 4 E Sy E Yall't
CEE'S EZ C P F EPE

Thus Hx is a iz density with

respect to x

The integration is over a fiber
of pixq which is a Ipt with



some missing points as we consider

only stable bundles So we have

to answer questions
1 Is the integral convergent

2 Does it define abounded

operator ye ye
Def A stable bundle E

is said to be very stable if
it does not admit a nonzero

nilpotent Higgs field a section of

of ade Kya Oct such that

preserves Siti and 02 0

Very stable bundles form an

open set Bun's C Buns
Theorem If y is a compactly

supported smooth half density
on Bun's F then the integral
14 4 converges absolutely and

defines a smooth half density



on Buns F
Thus we obtain a densely

defined operator Hx on H
Coampaitnessenjecture The operators
Hx land in H and define
compact self adjoint comma

Also
ting operators Je H Akertyo
Theorem The compactness
conjecture holds in

genus 0
with N 3

Corollary The joint spectrum
of HD is a countable set Z
and eigenspaces are finite
dimensional Thus

H In dinkies
NEZ

Now consider the case X P

genus zero in more detail Let
In 1 D and M N 2

L



We have two components
Bun and Bunt of Buns

bundles of degree 0 and 1

and automorphisms Si Buns z
it o mtD given by Hecke

modificationsat ti along si

We have sisj sj.si and Stl
so they define an action of

7
me

on Buns Let us identify

Buno and Bunt using Smt lato
so we may regard Hecke

operatorsHx as acting on Il Bund

We also have an action of

4
m on Je by Si ie and

which commute with Hx

A generic Ec Bun is trivial

E OOO so sie IP

Using the action of Pola we

can bring the parabolic structure



p
of E to the following form
to ti tm tmf's
1,0 C1yD 1,8m 0,1

so s Im Imel

Here y Lyn ym is well defined

up
to scaling We denote this

bundle by Ey
Proposition The Hecke modification

is given by the formula

HMx s Ed Ez where

zi KYY.se
The space Il can be realized

as the space of functions

4 yn gym on Fm
NAHAR
Afore



such that

yay 112152241g

satisfying an appropriate
I condition 02

4 Yo Yi Ym on Fm

satisfying the above condition

and

4 got a Ymta 4 yo gym

I ETHEL.IE IIi

NY y modified Hecke operator

fyltsg.s.FI HEFd

F

Theorem The spectrum I
is simple i e FREE toe

the space tea is 1 dimensional
Ha Ayn for some joint



eigenfunction Yn
The function yn is defined

uniquely big the condition

that Hallett and

Yn is real

The main challenge is now

to describe E The description
is in terms of local systems
on X with values in Gestalt
which constitutes what we call

the analytic LanglandscorespondentNamely what arises

is a special kind of local

systems called opers
To see the appearance ofopers

consider the eigenvalues of Hx

HxY BA Yn



where Pa is a t density on XE

defined away from the points ti

Theorem the open equation
The eigenvalues Baloo satisfy
the differential equationLapp
where

LETHE.EE jYcE5 0

Tiredness if F 0 then

we also have

PEO For F

Corollary The monodromy of
the differential equation
B O can be conjugated

to 5061,1 ESLICK

Proof Let fr fr be a basis

of solutions of this equation



locally Since Ba is real

we have z

Bak Eg cijfiNF
where c is a Hermitian

matrix Since Ba is single
valued c defines an

invariant Hermitian form
on the space of solutions

which is nondegenerate
since the monodromy
is irreducible Also monodromy
at ti is unipotent so

the Hermitian form must

be indefinite to

Thus in some basis of
solutions we have
Bak f Go f fake



Definition An oper is a

differential operator

ÉI
Mi E G Imi O time F
An oper L is real if
the monodromy of the equation

Lp O lands in Suh 542,13

up
to conjugation

Theorem Fastings Real opers
form a discrete subsetOppin
the space of opersu.gg
Op qm

1

Lemma Hx lock log tell
a

Corollary Bacon pock logbook

This and the above differential
equation determine Baas



uniquely Thus we obtain

an inclusion IC Opp
We expect that in fact
II Opp and we have

shown it for N 4 and 5

Finally let us explain
the meaning of the
constants with Recall
that the operators Hx
are supposed to commute

with the quantum Hitchin

system
In our case this

system is the Gaudin system

G I CYi
yitd.gg Ijsi

ldi dD

tosjEmjtiCGiGj Gi Hx 0

Theorem Gita Micmyn



In particular yn are

smooth on the open
subset Burts
In fact the operators
Gi are naturally defined as

unbounded commuting self adjoin

operators on H and

the spectral decomposition
of Hx is also one for Gi
Moreover in the case

F e we also have

GITEMICTYa and

Mila are exactly the

constants for which the

monodromy of the system

Gif mix lands in

GL an 3 R up to conjugation



Schwarz

Examples since ther kernel

of the operator Hx is

positive by the infinite analog
of the Perron Frobenius theorem
I an eigenvalue B G o

for which Yo 0

The corresponding opes
Lo is called the

uniformization open
Indeed in this case

we get f fat fat 0

so Reff 0

Thus h 2 FIG is a

multi valued holomorphic
function which lands in

the upper half plane H



and monodromy
acts

by elements ge Slack
It is not difficult to

show that this monodromy
is a discrete Fuchsian

group FC Sha R

and H
f

GP to tm

the lover Ht EP to tn

is given by 5

Moreover as Bo is a

IIe density pot is a

density and it is nothing but

the Poincare conformal
metric on EP to stm
curvature D


